Isolated Spinal Rosai-Dorfman Disease: Challenge of Management
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Introduction

Rosai-Dorfman disease (RDD), an uncommon disease of idiopathic histoproliferative disorder that typically presents with systemic symptoms and painless cervical lymphadenopathy and fever (massive lymphadenopathy with sinus histiocytosis). Blood tests show leukocytosis, elevated ESR and polyclonal hypergammaglobulinemia. First reported by Destombes in 1965. In 1969, two pathologists, Juan Rosai and Ronald Dorfman, reported a distinct histiocytic disorder in several patients with massive enlargement of the lymph nodes, as well as other symptoms. They named this condition sinus histiocytosis with massive lymphadenopathy, and thus have since come to be known as Rosai-Dorfman disease.

The case

A 35 years old man presented to outpatient clinic with 2 months’ history of progressive low back pain and asymmetrical lower limb weakness with no sphincters disturbances, with no history of prior illnesses. Neurological examination revealed power 4/5 in right foot dorsi and planter flexion and 4+/5 in left foot dorsi and planter flexion. MRI of lumbosacral area showed homogenous enhancing extradural lesion extending from L3 level till the sacrum with bony invasion. The extradural lesion was hypointense on T1WI, hypointense on T2WI with homogeneous enhancement in post contrast images (Figure 1 & 2). Routine hematological and biochemical studies were normal. The patient underwent microscopic excision of the extradural lesion with subtotal excision of the lesion, which was insignificantly vascular, firm and grayish-yellow in color. Postoperative course was uneventful. Histopathology revealed a mixed lymphoplasmacytic inflammatory infiltrate containing sheets of large and foamy histiocytes; some of these histiocytes engulfed a large number of lymphocytes and plasma cells, corresponding to emperipolesis. By immunohistochemistry, histiocytic cells were positive for S100 protein (Figure 3), as well as for CD68 (Figure 4).
RDD mainly presents in children and young adult (mean age of 20.6 years and range 1-74 years old), here is a slight male predominance (male: female = 1.4: 1) [1]. CNS involvement is reported in less than 5% and extranodal involvement in more than 90% of patients presenting with cervical lymphadenopathy, and in 43% of cases including paranasal sinuses, skin, bone and Orbit [2].

MR imaging characteristics of RDD can be variable showing either low or isointense on T1- and T2-weighted images with an intense and uniform contrast enhancement [3]. Microscopically RDD is characterized by infiltration of histiocytes, B and T lymphocytes and plasma cells. Emperipolosis is typical of RDD of the leptomeninges but is absent in 30% of cases [3]. By immunocytochemical Studies, expression of CD68, CD31, a1 antitrypsin and a1 antichymotrypsin are positive both for mononuclear cells and dendritic cells, but a positive expression of S100 is found only for dendritic cells.

CD1a is not expressed by any cells in RDD as explained by Purav et al. [4] in a recent series including 10 cases of RDD in the central nervous system. RDD diagnosis is based entirely on histopathology and immuno histochemistry [4]. Most of spinal RDD are managed surgically with variable degrees of tumor excision and many of the cases benefit from postoperative steroids, adjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy with vinca alkaloids and alkylating agents [5]. Horneff et al. reported a good response of RDD to methotrexate and mercaptopurine. Aouba et al. noted a patient with systemic RDD was asymptomatic after 3 cycles of cladribine treatment.

The etiology of RDD is presumed to be reactive in nature, as no evidence of clonality has been demonstrated by molecular analysis. There is possible association with infective agents like human herpes virus 6 and parvovirus B19 have been suggested in few studies [6]. Roy et al [7] reviewing the literature revealed at least 35 previously reported cases with spinal involvement, although isolated spinal involvement was seen only in six cases.
of them [7]. Therefore, our case is the eighth case with isolated spinal involvement reported in the literature.

Conclusion

The diagnosis of Spinal RDD is challenging and preoperatively the condition is often mistaken for meningioma or other extradural lesions. Because this disease is so rare, no large studies have been performed, and there is no established, widely accepted treatment. Surgical removal of spinal lesions is an effective treatment. Post-operative radiotherapy appears effective; however, more research is needed to clarify their use and the effectiveness of other treatment options such as chemotherapy, as well as long term outcomes after treatment [8].
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